Additional Literature Potential “Criminals” and Sample Crimes

**Title:** The Witch of Blackbird Pond  
**Characters:** Kit, Judith, Mercy, Rachel, John, Matthew, Nat, William  
**Sample Crimes**  
Kit—vanity, disobedience  
Judith—vanity, jealousy, stealing John from Mercy  
Matthew—judging niece, disobeying King’s government

**Title:** Holes  
**Characters:** Stanley, Zero, the Warden, Sam the Onion Man, the Kissing Bandit, Mr. Pendanski  
**Sample Crimes**  
Stanley—stealing the shoes, disobeying the warden, laziness  
Zero—disobeying the warden, running away  
Warden—abusing the boys, abusing her power to search for treasure

**Title:** The Phantom Tollbooth  
**Characters:** Milo, Humbug, King Azaz, Mathemagician, Dr. Dischord, Senses Taker, Terrible Trivium  
**Sample Crimes**  
Humbug—bragging about things he cannot do  
Dr. Dischord—Taking advantage of situation by creating more horrible sounds  
Senses Taker—confusing Milo, Tock, and Humbug

**Title:** Harry Potter & the Sorcerer’s Stone  
**Characters:** Harry, Hermione, Ron, Draco Malfoy, Professor Snape, Professor McGonagal, Professor Quirrel, Hagrid  
**Sample Crimes**  
Harry—sneaking around castle with invisibility cloak  
Professor McGonagal—rewarding Harry for breaking rules (buying broom for 1st year)  
Hagrid—taking students into forest, telling stranger about Fluffy, revealing too much to Harry, Hermione, and Ron.